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What is
EFT FAN TOKEN (EFF) is a group of investors inspired by the ETH Fan Token Ecosystem (EFT). As a
fan token, EFF will be supporting EFT with our tokenomics that will buyback-reward EFT and
buyback-burn EFT. In addition, there will be a weekly lottery pool with B-ETH as the jackpot for
Loremasipsum
lucky long-term holders. EFF is a crypto product born to serve its purpose
a Fan Token of EFT.
We are not competing with EFT. In actual fact, we are solely formed to help promote EFT. There
will be no doubt that both EFT and non-EFT holders who invest with EFF will enjoy the privileges of
EFT’s Infinite-Compounding-Loop mechanism precisely because every holder of EFF will be
rewarded with EFT.
Our smart contract is fully audited and we will hold weekly voice calls or AMA to keep our
community up to date on the project. This will also allow the community to provide feedback and
suggestions for improving EFF. We will be one of the most successful community-driven projects in
the crypto space.
EFF is for all those who love the notion of earning Ethereum (ETH) on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
BEP-20. Binance-Pegged Ethereum (B-ETH) has all the price action and price impacts of ERC-20
ETH but can be transacted with a negligible amount of gas fees on the BSC. This is the epitome of
intellectual utilization of blockchain that was successfully deployed by ETH Fan Token Ecosystem
(EFT).
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What is a
The term “Fan Token” is a relatively new expression in the crypto space. It has taken the concept
of “reflections” and innovatively revolutionized it in the form of dividends that are offered to
holders of a Fan Token. Where a typical token rewards holders with reflections in the same
native token, a Fan token will pay dividends to its holder in a different token altogether – a
token they are a fan of, in our case, EFT.
Benefits that can be expected by investing in EFT Fan Token:
1. Earning dividends in the form of EFT and hence, diversifying the holder’s investment.
2. Contributing direct price impact of EFT, driving the price movement in an upward trend as well
as providing stability. Consequently, increasing the value of the holder's investment
simultaneously.
3. Entitled to indulge in the full tokenomics of the EFT Ecosystem.
4. Every dividend sent to holders, in the form of EFT and ETH will be free of gas fees.

What is
To put it simply, reflection is the payment of a reward to holders of tokens in the native token. In
a De-Fi project where every transaction is taxed, holders receive reward tokens automatically
through each of the token’s transactions simply by holding the native token. The reflection
rewards concept was developed with the hopes of offering De-Fi project’s investors long term
incentives for holding.
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What are
Buyback rewards are a state-of-the-art concept in crypto that projects are implementing to pay
dividends to the holders of their token. This is accomplished by using the tax from the token’s
transactions to buy the rewarded token from the market. Tokens are purchased off the open
market and sent to holders as a dividend for holding the Fan token. This approach is slightly
different from Reflections because of the fact the dividend tokens are purchased off the open
market in the form of other tokens and are accumulated for a certain time before being
distributed to each holder automatically by the smart contract.

What is
Buyback burning is a new and innovative approach that crypto projects are taking to burn
the available circulating supply of a particular token. In this strategy, tokens are purchased
off the open market, accumulated and then sent to a dead wallet, commonly referred to as
“Active-burn”. Buyback burns introduce a deflationary model to the project by reducing the
circulating supply of the token. A buyback burn will also contribute towards a stronger
Liquidity Pool to Supply ratio, hence, lowering the price fluctuations.
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Tokenomics
The EFF Smart Contract is designed to be versatile and is capable of taxing transactions at
different rates for buying and selling. However, we will pre-set these limits to 12% on each buy
and sell transactions, with the tax breakdown as follows:

Lorem i
With the intention of making EFT known to more people, EFF will be dedicating 4% of the
transaction taxes to the purchase of EFT on the open market for dividend pay-outs – providing
direct positive price impact to EFT. These accumulated dividends will be sent to EFF holders
proportional to the amount of EFF tokens held by the holder.
Due to the nature of blockchain, sending dividend pay-outs to each holder will require gas
fees. Therefore, each holder will not receive the dividend pay-outs at the exact same time since
the smart contract needs to first accumulate the necessary gas fee. However, everything is
automatically done by the smart contract and holders can rest assured that they will
undoubtedly receive their share of the dividends.
For holders that do not want to wait for the automatic dividend pay-outs, we will be providing
them the option to claim their EFT dividends manually through our innovative Dashboard.
Claiming rewards manually will require the holder to pay negligible gas fees in BSC.
We urge our holders to import the EFT contract address to their wallet in order to be able to
fully display the dividend pay-outs as follow:
0xB72962568345253f71A18318D67E13A282b187E6
As EFT Fans, we would like to encourage our EFF holders to keep holding EFT in order to be able
to full savour the lucrative offers from the EFT Ecosystem. The best way to multiply holder's
investment is by compounding B-ETH back into EFT or EFF to further receive a greater share of
dividends in the next cycle pay-out. This compounding strategy will allow EFF and EFT holders to
dynamically position their investment to yield higher dividends over the course of time.
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In an attempt to further support our beloved EFT Ecosystem, EFF will be devoting 1% of the
transactions to purchase EFT on the open market and then sending it to the dead wallet. This
results in decreasing the total circulating supply to allow EFT to be more deflationary and
reshaping the EFT price and Liquidity Pool to supply ratio – generating a healthier market trend
for EFT.

Inspired by EFT Ecosystem, EFF will also strive to befit the deflationary token criteria by
allocating 1% of the transactions to automatically collect EFF on each transaction and
accumulate it before sending it to the dead wallet. Subsequently, increasing the value of EFF
over time

In order to facilitate continuous marketing campaigns, EFF will be preserving 3% of the
transactions in the marketing pool. This reserve will be used to incorporate marketing activities
such as Crypto Influencers, Youtubers, and Marketing Agencies into our marketing strategy.
This will ensure high visibility of EFF all the time – afterwards, ensuring prominent growth of the
project.

As a means to create a strong Liquidity Pool, EFF will be securing 2% of the transactions into
the Auto Liquidity Pool. This will be used to create a stronger Liquidity Pool to supply ratio,
establishing a foundation for steadfast growth to allow long term trading. To further support
this objective, liquidity will be locked on Pink Sale for 2 years.

The key element of this project that further qualifies EFF as an EFT Fan Token is the B-ETH lottery
pool. Established solely to complement EFT’s distinct concept of rewarding Ethereum on the
Binance Smart Chain, EFF is committing 1% of the transactions into the B-ETH Lottery Pool. This
lottery pool will be drawn on a weekly basis for 15 lucky winners. Further information on how
the B-ETH Lottery Pool’s mechanism works is explained in the next sections.
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Weekly B-ETH
The EFT Fan Token (EFF) weekly B-ETH Lottery Pool is a new incentive, specifically designed to
reward long-term investors by giving them chances to win weekly prize offerings in the form of
B-ETH. This distinctive core mechanism of our lottery drawing involves the application of a
mathematical algorithm termed as Logarithmic Functions to calculate the winning chances for
each investor, with the aim to provide a nearly equal chance to every holder irrespective of their
investments.

In order to be eligible for the Lottery entry, investors need to hold 10,000,000 (Ten million) EFT
Fan Tokens for 5 days or more. The team wallet, marketing wallet, dead wallet and reserve
wallet for community development are all excluded from the lottery entry.
15 lucky winners will be automatically selected by the smart contract every week.

The lottery pool prize will be based on the amount of lottery tax collected each week up to a
maximum of $5,000. Any amount collected above the maximum weekly pool will be reserved
and used for the next lottery pool cycle. Our smart contract will reserve 15% of the collected
lottery pool and these funds will be used for marketing and communnity development.
The prize distribution will be completed immediately after the 15 lucky winners are selected.
However, each distribution will need to be done manually by airdropping the rewards to the
lucky winners’ wallet.
Our smart contract will also be designed to reward the 1st place winner with a greater
proportion compared to the 2nd place winner, who will be rewarded with a greater proportion
compared to the 3rd place winner and so on until the 15th place winner. The exact percentage
of the lucky winners’ distribution is determined through the use of a mathematical convergence
theorem.
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To ensure a fairer mechanism is created for our beloved investors irrespective of the share of
their investment, the logarithmic function will be used as the method to normalize the winning
chance calculation as much as possible. To put it in a simpler term, the investment proportion does
contribute to a slightly higher chance of winning. However, it will not increase the chances in a
linear manner, instead, in a logarithmic manner. This will decrease the discrepancy in the
probability of winning between a large and small investor, while still allowing the largest
investors to be at a slight advantage. Below is a graph to illustrate how logarithmic functions
approach will normalize the winning chance by comparing it side by side to the linear approach.
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It is evident from the graph that irrespective of investment proportion, every holder will
have a similar chance of winning the lottery with the largest investors being at a marginal
advantageous position.
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Distribution
EFT Fan Token Earn is deployed on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) with an initial supply of
100,000,000,000 (100 Billion) tokens.
in %
Burn
10.0%
Pre Sale
32.0%

Eco System
20.0%
Marketing/Promotion
3.0%
Team
3.0%

Liquidity pool
22.0%

Private Sale
10.0%

32% of the initial supply of tokens will be offered under pre-sale on Pink Sale and any residual
amount that is not purchased will be burned automatically.

22% of the initial supply of tokens will be moved to the liquidity pool on Pancake Swap. Upon
launch, initial liquidity will be locked for a period of 2 years.

10% of the initial supply of tokens will be allocated via private sale. This sale is used to support
the start-up phase of the project. All private sale tokens will follow a predetermined vesting
schedule.
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10% of the initial supply of tokens will be immediately transferred to the dead wallet.

3% of the initial supply of tokens is reserved for the team creating and supporting this project.
All team tokens will be locked for a period of 180 days.

3% of the initial supply of tokens will be kept for marketing and promotion. All marketing and
promotion tokens will be locked for a period of 30 days following launch.

20% of the initial supply of tokens will be locked for future community development. All community development tokens will be locked for a period of 30 days following launch.
As per our smart contract, the transaction limit will be set to a maximum of 0.5% of total tokens
(500,000,000) at launch and will be reduced to 0.1% of total tokens (100,000,000)
after – subject to change according to the EFF price. Furthermore, 1% of the total tokens
(1,000,000,000) will be pre-set as the maximum holding amount of a single wallet.
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Roadmap
Without exception, a brilliant project needs an appealing roadmap and we hope our holders
are just as excited about the future of EFF as we are. The EFF team maintains a transparent
roadmap, only focusing on projects that will drive value to our holders and we will always stay
vigilant in an ever-changing market, ready to pivot whenever market opportunities present
themselves.
As a community driven project, holders will begin to further help in defining our roadmap based
on their feedback. Keep up to date with our latest developments by following us on our official
Twitter and Telegram channels. We look forward to providing the features below and so much
more.
Q1 2022
Smart Contract Development and Deployment on BEP-20
Smart Contract Audit Completion
Website and Social Media Unveiling
Telegram Community Building
Private and Pre-sale
Pancake Swap Launch
Coin Market Cap and Coin Gecko Listing
Lottery D-app
Reward Dashboard and Calculator
Q2 2022
Growing Telegram Community
Influencers Marketing Campaigns
Partnership with other Projects
Staking pool
Start P2E development
CEX Listing
Q3 2022
P2E Launch
Additional CEX
NFT Marketplace
NFT Staking
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Disclaimer
This document is only used to convey the information. The participants planning to invest in
IDO please carefully read the Whitepaper and also visit the official website for the relevant
instructions and to comprehensively understand the blockchain and digital assets. Please notice
the potential risks and thoroughly assess your risk tolerance and actual Situation to make
rational decisions. This document is not composed by and is not subject to any jurisdiction laws or
regulations designed to protect investors. Certain statements in this Whitepaper constitute
“forward-looking statements” that are used on the beliefs of the Project and reflect their
current expectations. The information contained in this whitepaper is for general understanding
purposes only. This whitepaper is for discussion and presentation purposes only. The proposed
Digital Asset “EFT FAN TOKEN” does not guarantee the accuracy of the conclusions reached in
this whitepaper. Nothing in this Whitepaper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any
sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation
of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction.
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